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LGV/5   
 

Single-stage solenoid valve, normally open, fast opening, fast closing. Closed position signal contact mountable.

Specifications

Nominal diameters
Pipe thread as per ISO 7/1
Flange

Max. operating pressure

Solenoid valve

Closing time

Opening time

Materials of gas-conveying parts

Voltage/frequency

Rating / power consumption

Switch-on duration

Degree of protection

Electrical connection

Switching rate

Measuring/ignition gas connection

Ambient temperature

Installation position

Closed position signal contact

Accessories

DN 20
Rp 3/4
Connection flange as per DIN EN 1092-1

500 mbar (50 kPa)

Valve as per EN 16304

< 1 s

< 1 s 

Housing: aluminium, steel, not containing non-ferrous metals
Seals:   NBR basis

50-60 Hz, 230 V AC (+10% -15%); further voltages on request

15 VA/0.08 A, at 20°C and 230 VAC

100 %

IP 54, IP 65 on request

At screw terminals via PG* 11 cable gland (* = heavy-gauge conduit thread)
Plug connection as per DIN EN 175301-803, can be retrofitted

Max. 1000/h

G 1/4 ISO 228, on both sides in inlet section

-15°C to +60°C

Solenoid from vertically upright to horizontally lying

Type K01/1 (DIN-tested), mountable on LGV 5.../5

K01/1 closed position signal contact, see Datasheet 12.01 211 202
Equipment plug for line socket as per DIN  EN 175301-803 215 733
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Dimensions [mm]
LGV 507/5

Functional description
The DUNGS vent gas solenoid valve 
is an automatic shut-off valve operated 
with auxiliary power. The electromag-

Type

LGV 507 /5

LGV 5020/5

Weight

1.3

3.2

Order No.

119 271

119 594

Rp / DN

Rp 3 /4

DN 20
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Dimensions [mm]
LGV 5020/5
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pmax.[mbar]

500

500

netic drive closes against the force 
of the pressure spring. If the auxiliary 
power is interrupted (operating volt-
age), the pressure spring opens the 

valve within 1 second.
The closed position of the valve can 
be monitored by a mountable closed 
position signal contact.




